Sabine Hüttterer

Sabine Hüttterer was born on May 18, 1974. After completing her vocational training to become an office clerk in 1997, Sabine Hüttterer began her career at mediateam Werbeagentur GmbH. During this time, she completed her in-service study course to become a qualified business manager at the Verwaltungs- und Wirtschaftsakademie in Berlin. Since 2004, Sabine Hüttterer has been a commercial employee of the Ströer branch in Berlin-Brandenburg. As an employee in the Public Affairs division, she is responsible for municipal contracting parties. Sabine Hüttterer has been a member of the Ströer SE & Co. KGaA Supervisory Board since March 2017.

Ms Sabine Hüttterer belongs to the following other:
  a) Supervisory Boards to be formed under the law; and/or
  b) comparable national and international controlling bodies of other businesses:

  a) none;
  b) none.